Welcome to the April meeting of the Dr. Harold C. Deutsch World War II History Round Table. Tonight’s speaker is Dr. Michael Doubler, soldier, Guardsman, teacher, and author of Civilian in Peace, Soldier in War. General John Vessey, former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, will talk about his experiences with the 34th Infantry Division (ID) in World War II, and also the development of the “Roundout/Capstone” Programs of the 1970s. Burdette Stiel will discuss his experiences as a replacement in the 112th Inf. Regiment, 28th ID, and Major General Rick Nash will review the deployment of the 34th ID during the recent Middle Eastern conflicts.

In November of 1938, after the “Munich Crisis”, the army began planning an expansion of the force that included mobilization of the National Guard and Organized Reserve Corps. Under the authority of President Roosevelt’s 8 September 1939 Proclamation of a National Emergency, the army began implementing the Protective Mobilization Plan of 1939. The President approved expanding the Guard from 200,000 to 235,000 men and increased the training expected for Guard units.

By April of 1940, the regular army had increased its enlisted strength from 174,000 to 230,000 men, well below the 280,000 man authorized level. The German invasions of the Low Countries, Norway, Luxembourg, Belgium, and then France, combined with the shock of OPERATION DYNAMO (the Dunkirk evacuation), and the surrender of France on 25 June, the United States Congress in August authorized the induction of National Guard units into federal service for 12 months, ostensibly for training, though they authorized using the Guard to defend the Western Hemisphere and US territories and possessions (i.e., including the Philippine Islands), and also passed the Selective Service and Training Act (18 September).

Guard induction began with the federalization of the 30th, 41st, 44th, and 45th Divisions (not including armored and aviation units). Though quite understrength (averaging about 9,600 men each), these units overtaxed the available training camps. Additional Guard divisions were federalized and inducted, supplemented with draftees and brought to Table of Organization (TO) standards. By spring of 1941, all 18 Guard divisions were federalized and training at divisional sized posts – the 34th ID reported to Camp Claiborne, LA on 10 February 1941.

Though federal law required the Guard divisions be organized under the same TO as regular army divisions, the General Staff was reluctant to reconfigure them from the “square” (4 regiments) format into the regular army’s new “triangular” (3 regiments) form, especially since it would mean eliminating general and field grade officers. The reality that many of these senior Guard officers were physically and or professionally unfit for active service only made the situation worse.

Minnesota maintained the 92nd Infantry Brigade (and New York had the 93rd) which did not fit into the 1940 war plans. The 92nd was reorganized by the state into the 101st Coast Artillery Brigade, and New York converted the 93rd to the 71st Field Artillery Brigade, and both entered federal service under these new designations. (In October of 1940, the 92nd was reactivated as a Puerto Rican Guard Brigade, which was deactivated in July of 1942 after seeing no combat.)

The Guard also had 4 cavalry divisions (partially organized) and one cavalry brigade. Though an August 1940 study concluded the Guard needed both horse-mounted and mechanized units, the affected states objected to losing their horses, and the Armored Force thought armored divisions too complex and large for the Guard. On 1 November 1940, the 21st thru 24th Cavalry divisions were “withdrawn” or disbanded, leaving only Texas’ 56th Cavalry Brigade, which entered federal service by the end of 1940.

The army faced a crisis in 1941. The Guard units were mobilized for 12 months of training, and the first units would soon be demobilized. What would happen to the draftees that filled out the units? The War Department sought and obtained from Congress an extension of active duty time for the Guard and its men which allowed their participation in the General Headquarters Maneuvers in the summer and fall of 1941.

In October of 1941, Lt. Gen. Walter Short, commanding the Hawaiian Department converted the “square” Hawaii division into the 24th ID, and activated the 25th ID, using 2 existing Guard and 4 regular regiments as the nucleus. After Pearl Harbor, as the need to dispatch Guard regiments overseas became
clear, the War Department realized the Guard divisions had unnecessarily large non-combat components, and on 1 February 1942, began transforming them into “triangular” 3 regiment formations. Component infantry brigades and their headquarters companies were disbanded, and field artillery brigade headquarters batteries were designated divisional artillery.

In January of 1942, Task Force 6814, created from Massachusetts and Illinois Guard units “surplus” to divisional restructuring, was dispatched to defend New Caledonia in the Pacific. There were not enough units to form a full division, so Maj. Gen. Alexander Patch decided the new division he was ordered to form would carry a name rather than a number. After soliciting suggestions form the men assigned, he chose Pfc. David Fonesca’s proposal – “Americal” (American Troops on New Caledonia) - and it was activated on 27 May 1942.

Air National Guard units were organized as “Observation Squadrons,” often attached to their state division or to Corps level aviation assets. (Minnesota’s 109th Observation Squadron was the first unit to gain federal recognition as part of the Guard in 1921.) In 1940, the units were not mobilized as such; instead, about 4,800 personnel were mobilized to augment regular army units, though some squadrons were later mobilized and equipped with modern plans and new missions, losing their Guard character in the process. [There is a dearth of work on mobilization of Guard aviation units.] Cf. John B. Wilson, Maneuver and Firepower; The Evolution of Divisions and Separate Brigades. (Center for Military History Publication 60-14, USGPO, 1998) (http://www.history.army.mil/books/Lineage/M-F/index.htm).

Further Reading:
Michael Doubler, Closing with the Enemy: How GIs Fought the War in Europe, 1944-1945 (University of Kansas Press, 1995).
Martin Blumenson, Bloody River: the Real Tragedy of the Rapido (Texas A&M Press, 1998) is one excellent study of a Guard division at war – against both the Germans and the regular army.
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